
New Young Adult eBooks

Batman : NBatman : Nighightwtwalkalker : theer : the
grgraphic noaphic novvelel
by Stuart Moore & Marie Lu

Within the shadowy gates of Gotham
City’s Arkham Asylum, a dark
mystery threatens the freedom of a
young Bruce Wayne. By the best-
selling author of the Legend trilogy.

CastCasterer
by Elsie Chapman
Aza Wu knows that casting magic
can kill--it killed her sister--but she
needs money desperately to pay a
debt that will save the family
teahouse, She secretly enters an
underground casting tournament
where even victory could cause her
to lose her magic and her life.

AAftfter Eer Evver Aer Aftfterer
by Jordan Sonnenblick
Jeffrey is a teen in remission from
cancer, but the effects of treatment
have left him somewhat disabled. His
older brother took off for Africa to find
himself and his best friend Tad is
hatching a plan that involves a
California girl who thinks he's cute….

Body 2.0 : the engineeringBody 2.0 : the engineering
rreevvolution in medicineolution in medicine
by Sara L Latta
Meet scientists who are on the verge
of breakthroughs in biomedical
engineering. From encouraging the
body to regenerate damaged tissue
to re-routing visual stimuli to the brain
to help blind people see, these
discoveries will change medicine.

PPanan's L's Lababyrinyrinth : theth : the
LLababyrinyrinth oth of the Ff the Faunaun
by Guillermo del Toro

The Oscar-winner and best-
selling author have come
together to transform the film into
an epic and dark fantasy novel,
with haunting illustrations and
enchanting short stories in this
world.

TheThey called us enemy called us enemyy
by George Takei
Takei presents a graphic memoir
detailing the author's experiences as
a child prisoner in the Japanese-
American internment camps of World
War II, reflecting on the choices his
family made in the face of
institutionalized racism.

My StMy Story Story Starts Harts Herere :e :
VVoices ooices of Yf Young Offoung Offendersenders
by Deborah Ellis
Personal accounts from teenagers
representing diverse
socioeconomic backgrounds
describe the factors that shaped
their lives, how they found
themselves in legal trouble, how
they are currently trying to
rehabilitate their lives.

WitWitch Hch Hat Aat Attelierelier. V. Volume 1olume 1
by Kamome Shirahama
Coco has always been fascinated
by the magic only those born as
witches have been able to wield. A
book of magic and a chance
encounter with a witch unleash a
power thought long dead, requiring
Coco to go with the witch to try to
undo a terrible spell.
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